Chain ordering of Stratum corneum lipids investigated by EPR slow-tumbling simulation.
We investigated the chain ordering of the lipid bilayer of Stratum corneum (SC) using an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spin probe method in conjunction with slow-tumbling simulation. The ordering of SC lipids was evaluated by analysis of the signals of 5-doxylstearic acid (5-DSA) spin probe incorporated into the lamellar lipids. The result obtained with the conventional method of calculating the order parameter using hyperfine values was 0.80. The value of the order parameter obtained by spectral simulation was 0.73. It was found that the conventional method of calculating the chain ordering using hyperfine values could not differentiate subtle EPR spectral changes. However, EPR slow-tumbling simulation can differentiate such subtle spectral changes. Thus, the present EPR investigation suggests that simulation provides more detail about the structure of the lipid bilayer than the conventional method.